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If you're reading this, you probably have been diagnosed with Osteoporosis or Osteopenia. Your
doctor will probably recommend that you take a drug to strengthen your bones. Don't do it! Learn
about the harmful affects of these drugs and what you can do to NATURALLY REVERSE your
Osteoporosis or Osteopenia. The author knows, because SHE DID IT!

"This is a truly comprehensive text in its coverage of the many diverse ways in which lasers are
now used in manufacture, in the depth with which each of these is explored and in the vision for
the future with which it coincides. It is a volume of lasting value."- M.F. Ashby, University of
Cambridge, UK“Well John Ion has gone and done it. “It being the writing of an excellent book,
“Laser Processing of Engineering Materials Not to take away from Ion’s work, but countless
others, this reviewer included, have been approached to write a text on laser material processing
that could be used by both undergraduate students and others interested in this the largest of
commercial laser applications. And for the most part we have turned publishers down because
of the sheer magnitude and difficulty of the task. To undertake it would require fantastic
resources and unlimited time, factors that mitigated the undertaking by many of us.But Ion
persisted and the result is a nice piece of work that is both enlightening and useful. It took him
more than 550 pages to do it but his volume is a first-class review of laser technology and the
many material processing applications that this technology serves so admirably. I applaud Ion
for a neat summary that serves as an introduction to laser material processing and an interesting
history of the technology.Chapters 3-17 follow the traditional outline used in other books on laser
material processing except that Ion uses a more basic tutorial approach coupled with many
practical examples and he ends each chapter with a very useful bibliography. And, finally,
appendices include a needed glossary, designations for metal and alloys, properties of
materials, analytical equations, and standards.All in all John Ion has done a remarkable job of
compiling useful information into a text that’s both educational and instructional, plus it reads
well. I strongly recommend this book to those who are contemplating a serious involvement with
lasers for material processing. You don’t have to be an undergraduate to get great value from
this book. - David Belforte, Industrial Laser Solutions July, 2005“John Ion's book is a uniformly
excellent treatise on the laser processing of materials. His deep knowledge of the subject has
led to a text which is easy to follow and yet is a state of the art assessment which will be
exploited by researchers…I am delighted that this book has been written. It is a work of
scholarship which will undoubtedlyserve us well for the decades to come. - John Powell, The
Industrial Laser User, September 2005“John Ion has produced a very readable book which
covers the whole subject of laser materials processing. There are chapters on everything from
the history of laser processing to future opportunities and, of course, plenty of coverage of



cutting, welding and surface treatments…Judging from the size and scope of the book I
expected it to carry a hefty price tag - so I was pleasantly surprised by its actual cost…if you are
only going to have one laser processing book in your office this would be a good one to
choose. "The complete guide to understanding and using lasers in material processing...the
book is catered to various audiences, including design, manufacturing and applications
engineers in industries including electronics fabrication, aerospace, automotive, tool-and-die,
biomedical devices, marking and materials joining."- Metal Forming Magazine"This is a powerful
book that every scientist, engineer, manager, and technician working in this field should
possess. The book is easy to read, and the theoretical sections are separate from the more
general discussions, so the reader can pick which sections to focus on. This reviewer was
impressed with the conciseness of the writing and the wealth of information, all contained in a
book of this length. Bravo!"- Wayne Reitz, Reitz Consulting, The Minerals, Metals and Materials
Society's JOM Book Review"John Ion has done an excellent job in covering teh exciting field of
laser processing of engineering materials in this book. It will serve as an excellent
undergraduate textbook as well as a very useful reference handbook for the practicing
engineer...the book has a wealth of information and is an indispensable handy reference
volume." - Sudhi Sant, MRS Bulletin, Dec 2005"Laser technology is now part of any industrial
environment where precision, quality and speed are required. This book would be an excellent
companion for those who intend to or are working in such an environment" - Mohammad Jahazi,
Canadian Aeronautics and Space JournalReviewThe complete guide to understanding and
using lasers in materials processingBook DescriptionThe complete guide to understanding and
using lasers in materials processingFrom the Back Cover"This is a truly comprehensive text in
its coverage of the many diverse ways in which lasers are now used in manufacture, in the depth
with which each of these is explored and in the vision for the future with which it coincides. It is a
volume of lasting value." M.F. Ashby, University of Cambridge, UKThe complete guide to
understanding and using lasers in material processing.Lasers are now an integral part of
modern society, providing extraordinary opportunities for innovation in an ever-widening range of
material processing and manufacturing applications. The study of laser material processing is a
core element of many materials and manufacturing courses at undergraduate and postgraduate
level. As a consequence, there is now a vast amount of research on the theory and application
of lasers to be absorbed by students, industrial researchers, practising engineers and
production managers. Written by an acknowledged expert in the field with over twenty years'
experience in laser processing, John Ion distils cutting-edge information and research into a
single key text.* The first systematic, single volume laser processing reference for students and
engineers* Covers the principles, practice and application of lasers in all contemporary industrial
processes* Packed with examples, material data and analysis, modelling techniques, plus end
of chapter questions and exercisesEssential for anyone studying or working with lasers, Laser
Processing of Engineering Materials provides a clear explanation of the underlying principles,
including physics, chemistry and materials science, along with a framework of available laser



processes and their distinguishing features and variables. This book delivers the knowledge
needed to understand and apply lasers to the processing of engineering materials, and is highly
recommended as a valuable guide to this revolutionary manufacturing technology.Read more
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7 Secretsto Prevent or REVERSEOsteoporosis& OsteopeniaThe Natural - Drugfree Waywith
Simple Nutritional Changes and ExercisebyMuryal BraunAbout The AuthorMuryal is passionate
about good nutrition since she nearly died at the age of 39, due to peritonitis following surgery.
She had developed an internal abscess that broke (during the surgical removal two years later),
spreading the staphylococcus infection throughout her body.Shortly before entering the hospital
for that surgery, a fellow nurse casually handed her a copy of a book by Adele Davis, saying, “I
don't know what you think about vitamins, but this is very interesting reading.”(She had not taken
any vitamins as her nursingprofessors had “pooh-poohed” them all through her
training.)However, after a lengthy hospital stay, she was so thin and weak that the surgeon told
her it “might be a good idea to take some vitamins” if she had any at home. This caused her to
think, “This is no coincidence.”Not having strength to do anything else when she got home, she
began to read the book her friend had given her and it was so exciting she couldn't put it down.
Until that point, her menu planning consisted of food that she thought was healthy, but mostly it
was whatever tasted good, was inexpensive, quick to prepare and that her husband and the kids
enjoyed eating.Her entire life was changed from that time on. She read case studies all through
the book about patients that doctors in the Los Angeles, CA area had referred to Nutritionist,
Adele Davis because they didn't respond to conventional medical treatment for illness. It was
fascinating reading, and she began to change the way she thought about food immediately.By
applying the principles in this book to her own life, and because of God's blessing, she has been
able to enjoy abundant health and total healing from two hip fractures and two subsequent
surgeries to remove the hardware each time.Muryal has said, “I can't tell you how much I
appreciate my family putting up with my food experiments until I figured out how to make recipes
healthier – but still tasty”.Her grown kids still talk about the time that she told them she was
making “Orange Popsicles”. The recipe called for freezing yogurt mixed with equal amounts of
frozen concentrated orange juice. Sadly, any similarity between the outcome and orange
popsicles was in name only.Another time she tried “Blonde Brownies” using black strap
molasses and whole wheat flour. Yuk!! Of course, they were not at all like yummy chocolate
brownies, so it was a double whammy for her kids to have told them what she was making.
Needless to say, she totally backed away from any new food experiments for a while and then
just sneaked good things in gradually, in small amountswithout telling anyone, and to her
amazement, it worked! The family got over being suspicious of everything she made and
enjoyed meals again. Her recipes have really improved over the past 40 years since the two
examples above and those recipes are not recommended on her recipe sites.Muryal’s
discoveries really paid off years later, when she had two painful accidents that resulted in
breaking the same hip TWICE (how lucky can one person be?). The first time, the doctor thought
it was due to osteoporosis. So she researched everything she could find about bone health
andapplied everything she learned.And guess what her surgeon said after the second accident?



He explained that the reason it had broken the second time was not due to osteoporosis where
the bone is weak and porous but because of the angle of the fall. He told her that when he
“drilled through the bone where it had previously been broken, it was as hard as hard wood.” See
doctor's surgical report He was extremely pleased with how fast it healed. And it is still very
strongtoday—20years later!She hesitated when it was suggested that she write this book, but
became more than willing when so many friends and relatives told her they had been diagnosed
with osteopenia or osteoporosis.Because they were being urged to take useless, dangerous
drugs, Muryal realized the need to share the “secrets” she had accumulated through the years to
help prevent pain for others. She uses the words “secrets” in her title because these truths are so
often willfully hidden from us.She is grateful to her daughter, Carla, who for years encouraged
her to share her nutritional research and also to her son, Dan, who helped with the
editing.Muryal says she has been enriched by so many integrative doctors (who use both
alternative and traditional medicine), and researchers that it would be impossible to name them
all.Her prayer for you is that you may be blessed with abundant health.Table of
ContentsIntroduction 10PART I: Secret Minerals that Prevent and Reverse Osteopenia and
OsteoporosisChapter 1 Calcium: How can the Right Amount Still Not Be Enough? 23Chapter 2
Magnesium: Is the Secret 50/50 Factor Working For You? 30Chapter 3 Phosphorous: Are
YouOverdosing on This? 38Conclusion 41PART II: Secret Vitamins that Prevent and Reverse
Osteopenia and OsteoporosisChapter 4 Vitamin D: Is your Sunscreen “Blocking” It? 44Chapter
5 Vitamin C: Do You Have theGlue to Catch Your Calcium? 51PART III: Secret Programs that
Prevent and Reverse Osteopenia and OsteoporosisChapter 6 Exercise: How Can LessDo
More? 58Chapter 7 Foods We Eat 63Chapter SupplementsNot If, But How Many? 70Chapter 9
Dangers of “Bone Density” Drugs 73AddendumStrontium 85Vitamin K2 90Surgeon’s Report
92INTRODUCTIONI decided to rewrite this introduction when my doctor urged me many times
to have a Dexa Bone Density Scan after I broke my shoulder. It occurred to me that this is the
starting point and may have been what brought you to this book, because that is where the
diagnosis of osteopenia or osteoporosis usually begins.After a bone density test, the next step is
for the doctor to recommend a bone density drug, and it goes down hill from there.(Chapter 9 of
this book has more on drug dangers.)Is The Dexa Bone Density Scan A Scam?In the fall of
2010, while out for a two mile speed walk with my daughter, I tripped and took a nose dive onto
cement, landing hard on my right arm and shoulder. The impact caused severe bruising and
broke my shoulder. When the neurosurgeon told me I might need surgery to “pin” my shoulder, I
decided to apply what I had learned about bones and nutrition to this situation. He was stunned
at my follow-up visit just four weeks later. The x-rays that were taken showed I was two weeks
ahead of schedule in the healing process and I would definitely not need surgery!Once my
shoulder healed, my primary doctor recommended that I have a Dexa Bone Scan, without even
asking about the circumstances of my fall! (A tell-tale sign of osteoporosis is a broken bone
occurring during a minor fall.) He said that he advised all patients over 65 who fall and break a
bone to have one. From his training, he believed it was the best way to see if I had osteoporosis.



I was convinced I did not have osteoporosis because my shoulder had healed so quickly. I do
not like to have any type of radiation that is not absolutely necessary, so I checked out all the
information I had accumulated on Dexa Scans. My research has shown me that this scan is not
all it’s cracked up to be.In an article by Dr. Nan Fuchs in her Women's Health Letter, November
2009, she warned that the most often used, “DEXA Bone Density Test is not reliable for
determining if a person has osteopenia or osteoporosis”.Many think of bones as just dry posts to
give our bodies a frame to hang our flesh on. Instead, bones are living tissue that is constantly
being renewed. As we age, our old bone tissue may break down faster than it is replaced. So our
bones become gradually porous and more fragile. The word osteoporosis means “porous
bones”.There are several problems with the DEXA Bone Density Scan:1. The density of the
bone is shown just for that day. It does not show if the bone is stronger or weaker than it was
before.2. If you have had only one scan, and have been diagnosed with osteopenia or
osteoporosis, it means your bones have been compared with a healthy 30 year old as normal.
As every body is different, it is easy to see that a diagnosis based on this criteria could be
flawed.3. You must wait a year or two for another test to compare with your first one to get a more
accurate personal assessment.4. When the next test is done, if the technician does not aim the
X-ray at exactly the same spot on the same bone as the previous test, the test will not be
dependable. If it is off by only 1/16th of an inch the results could be different from the previous
scan, even if the bone density has not changed.5. The DEXA test cannot tell you how quickly
your bones are breaking down.Dr. Fuchs recommended a more reliable check for bone density
that can tell you how well the remodeling is working and how quickly you are losing bone. It is a
simple urine test called Pyrilinks-D.When bone breaks down it produces something called Dpd
which is excreted in your urine. The Pyrilinks-D test measures the Dpd in your urine and tells you
if your bones are breaking down faster than they're being rebuilt. The test can be performed
every few months for comparison, and it is covered by most insurance companies. There are
several labs that do the test now, so be sure to ask your doctor if you can get have this test done
instead of the DEXA test. The Pyrilinks-D test will give you immediate results.Another problem
with the Bone Density Scan is that:Bone Density does not always equal Bone Strength.On the
well respected medical website Webmd.com, we read, “If your bone density is lower than
normal, you can take steps to increase your bone strength and reduce your chances of having a
fracture…”This statement implies that by increasing your bone density you are also increasing
your bone strength.Unfortunately, that is not always true, as many have learned the hard way. If
you have taken a bone density drug, you may have increased your “apparent” bone mineral
density (BMD) while actually reducing the strength of your bones.How could your bones
become weaker after taking a “bone density drug”?It can only be explained if you examine the
process by which the bisphosphonate drugs, such as Fosamax, Boniva, Actonel, Zometa,
Aredia and the generic ones, seem to increase bone density. To keep our bones strong, there is
a normal process of constant remodeling.When you remodel a room of your house, you remove
the old structure or fixtures and replace them with something newer or better. Bones are



remodeled as the old bone cells (called osteoclasts) take calcium out of the bones. Those cells
are then replaced by new bone cells (called osteoblasts) which bring fresh calcium and other
minerals into the bones.All of the bisphosphonate drugs prevent the osteoclasts from removing
your old bone cells. This makes the bones look denser which gives you a false sense of security.
But recent findings have proved that the result is not stronger bones.Rather, the “denser bones”
which have an increased amount of old bone tissue are more brittle and therefore break more
easily than normal bones.An increasing number of women have had the painful experience of
having what is called an “atypical thigh bone fracture”. While walking along casually they
suddenly had a thigh bone break in a strange way.There have been enough cases of these
atypical thigh fractures in women who have been taking Fosamax, Boniva and other
bisphosphonate drugs to cause the FDA to issue a statement of warning, acknowledging the
connection.If your doctor encourages you to have a Bone Scan, please request the preferred
Pyrilinks-D test instead. And if it reveals that you are losing bone tissue faster than it is being
replaced, why not talk to your doctor about using Strontium Citrate instead of drugs? That
mineral has been shown in many studies and in actual patient tests to cause the bones to
become stronger – not just “denser” looking.7 Secretsto Prevent or REVERSEOsteoporosis&
OsteopeniaThe Natural - Drugfree Waywith Simple Nutritional Changes and ExercisebyMuryal
BraunAbout The AuthorMuryal is passionate about good nutrition since she nearly died at the
age of 39, due to peritonitis following surgery. She had developed an internal abscess that broke
(during the surgical removal two years later), spreading the staphylococcus infection throughout
her body.Shortly before entering the hospital for that surgery, a fellow nurse casually handed her
a copy of a book by Adele Davis, saying, “I don't know what you think about vitamins, but this is
very interesting reading.”(She had not taken any vitamins as her nursingprofessors had “pooh-
poohed” them all through her training.)However, after a lengthy hospital stay, she was so thin
and weak that the surgeon told her it “might be a good idea to take some vitamins” if she had
any at home. This caused her to think, “This is no coincidence.”Not having strength to do
anything else when she got home, she began to read the book her friend had given her and it
was so exciting she couldn't put it down. Until that point, her menu planning consisted of food
that she thought was healthy, but mostly it was whatever tasted good, was inexpensive, quick to
prepare and that her husband and the kids enjoyed eating.Her entire life was changed from that
time on. She read case studies all through the book about patients that doctors in the Los
Angeles, CA area had referred to Nutritionist, Adele Davis because they didn't respond to
conventional medical treatment for illness. It was fascinating reading, and she began to change
the way she thought about food immediately.By applying the principles in this book to her own
life, and because of God's blessing, she has been able to enjoy abundant health and total
healing from two hip fractures and two subsequent surgeries to remove the hardware each
time.Muryal has said, “I can't tell you how much I appreciate my family putting up with my food
experiments until I figured out how to make recipes healthier – but still tasty”.Her grown kids still
talk about the time that she told them she was making “Orange Popsicles”. The recipe called for



freezing yogurt mixed with equal amounts of frozen concentrated orange juice. Sadly, any
similarity between the outcome and orange popsicles was in name only.Another time she tried
“Blonde Brownies” using black strap molasses and whole wheat flour. Yuk!! Of course, they were
not at all like yummy chocolate brownies, so it was a double whammy for her kids to have told
them what she was making. Needless to say, she totally backed away from any new food
experiments for a while and then just sneaked good things in gradually, in small amountswithout
telling anyone, and to her amazement, it worked! The family got over being suspicious of
everything she made and enjoyed meals again. Her recipes have really improved over the past
40 years since the two examples above and those recipes are not recommended on her recipe
sites.Muryal’s discoveries really paid off years later, when she had two painful accidents that
resulted in breaking the same hip TWICE (how lucky can one person be?). The first time, the
doctor thought it was due to osteoporosis. So she researched everything she could find about
bone health andapplied everything she learned.And guess what her surgeon said after the
second accident? He explained that the reason it had broken the second time was not due to
osteoporosis where the bone is weak and porous but because of the angle of the fall. He told her
that when he “drilled through the bone where it had previously been broken, it was as hard as
hard wood.” See doctor's surgical report He was extremely pleased with how fast it healed. And
it is still very strongtoday—20years later!She hesitated when it was suggested that she write this
book, but became more than willing when so many friends and relatives told her they had been
diagnosed with osteopenia or osteoporosis.Because they were being urged to take useless,
dangerous drugs, Muryal realized the need to share the “secrets” she had accumulated through
the years to help prevent pain for others. She uses the words “secrets” in her title because these
truths are so often willfully hidden from us.She is grateful to her daughter, Carla, who for years
encouraged her to share her nutritional research and also to her son, Dan, who helped with the
editing.Muryal says she has been enriched by so many integrative doctors (who use both
alternative and traditional medicine), and researchers that it would be impossible to name them
all.Her prayer for you is that you may be blessed with abundant health.Table of
ContentsIntroduction 10PART I: Secret Minerals that Prevent and Reverse Osteopenia and
OsteoporosisChapter 1 Calcium: How can the Right Amount Still Not Be Enough? 23Chapter 2
Magnesium: Is the Secret 50/50 Factor Working For You? 30Chapter 3 Phosphorous: Are
YouOverdosing on This? 38Conclusion 41PART II: Secret Vitamins that Prevent and Reverse
Osteopenia and OsteoporosisChapter 4 Vitamin D: Is your Sunscreen “Blocking” It? 44Chapter
5 Vitamin C: Do You Have theGlue to Catch Your Calcium? 51PART III: Secret Programs that
Prevent and Reverse Osteopenia and OsteoporosisChapter 6 Exercise: How Can LessDo
More? 58Chapter 7 Foods We Eat 63Chapter SupplementsNot If, But How Many? 70Chapter 9
Dangers of “Bone Density” Drugs 73AddendumStrontium 85Vitamin K2 90Surgeon’s Report
92INTRODUCTIONI decided to rewrite this introduction when my doctor urged me many times
to have a Dexa Bone Density Scan after I broke my shoulder. It occurred to me that this is the
starting point and may have been what brought you to this book, because that is where the



diagnosis of osteopenia or osteoporosis usually begins.After a bone density test, the next step is
for the doctor to recommend a bone density drug, and it goes down hill from there.(Chapter 9 of
this book has more on drug dangers.)Is The Dexa Bone Density Scan A Scam?In the fall of
2010, while out for a two mile speed walk with my daughter, I tripped and took a nose dive onto
cement, landing hard on my right arm and shoulder. The impact caused severe bruising and
broke my shoulder. When the neurosurgeon told me I might need surgery to “pin” my shoulder, I
decided to apply what I had learned about bones and nutrition to this situation. He was stunned
at my follow-up visit just four weeks later. The x-rays that were taken showed I was two weeks
ahead of schedule in the healing process and I would definitely not need surgery!Once my
shoulder healed, my primary doctor recommended that I have a Dexa Bone Scan, without even
asking about the circumstances of my fall! (A tell-tale sign of osteoporosis is a broken bone
occurring during a minor fall.) He said that he advised all patients over 65 who fall and break a
bone to have one. From his training, he believed it was the best way to see if I had osteoporosis.
I was convinced I did not have osteoporosis because my shoulder had healed so quickly. I do
not like to have any type of radiation that is not absolutely necessary, so I checked out all the
information I had accumulated on Dexa Scans. My research has shown me that this scan is not
all it’s cracked up to be.In an article by Dr. Nan Fuchs in her Women's Health Letter, November
2009, she warned that the most often used, “DEXA Bone Density Test is not reliable for
determining if a person has osteopenia or osteoporosis”.Many think of bones as just dry posts to
give our bodies a frame to hang our flesh on. Instead, bones are living tissue that is constantly
being renewed. As we age, our old bone tissue may break down faster than it is replaced. So our
bones become gradually porous and more fragile. The word osteoporosis means “porous
bones”.There are several problems with the DEXA Bone Density Scan:1. The density of the
bone is shown just for that day. It does not show if the bone is stronger or weaker than it was
before.2. If you have had only one scan, and have been diagnosed with osteopenia or
osteoporosis, it means your bones have been compared with a healthy 30 year old as normal.
As every body is different, it is easy to see that a diagnosis based on this criteria could be
flawed.3. You must wait a year or two for another test to compare with your first one to get a more
accurate personal assessment.4. When the next test is done, if the technician does not aim the
X-ray at exactly the same spot on the same bone as the previous test, the test will not be
dependable. If it is off by only 1/16th of an inch the results could be different from the previous
scan, even if the bone density has not changed.5. The DEXA test cannot tell you how quickly
your bones are breaking down.Dr. Fuchs recommended a more reliable check for bone density
that can tell you how well the remodeling is working and how quickly you are losing bone. It is a
simple urine test called Pyrilinks-D.When bone breaks down it produces something called Dpd
which is excreted in your urine. The Pyrilinks-D test measures the Dpd in your urine and tells you
if your bones are breaking down faster than they're being rebuilt. The test can be performed
every few months for comparison, and it is covered by most insurance companies. There are
several labs that do the test now, so be sure to ask your doctor if you can get have this test done



instead of the DEXA test. The Pyrilinks-D test will give you immediate results.Another problem
with the Bone Density Scan is that:Bone Density does not always equal Bone Strength.On the
well respected medical website Webmd.com, we read, “If your bone density is lower than
normal, you can take steps to increase your bone strength and reduce your chances of having a
fracture…”This statement implies that by increasing your bone density you are also increasing
your bone strength.Unfortunately, that is not always true, as many have learned the hard way. If
you have taken a bone density drug, you may have increased your “apparent” bone mineral
density (BMD) while actually reducing the strength of your bones.How could your bones
become weaker after taking a “bone density drug”?It can only be explained if you examine the
process by which the bisphosphonate drugs, such as Fosamax, Boniva, Actonel, Zometa,
Aredia and the generic ones, seem to increase bone density. To keep our bones strong, there is
a normal process of constant remodeling.When you remodel a room of your house, you remove
the old structure or fixtures and replace them with something newer or better. Bones are
remodeled as the old bone cells (called osteoclasts) take calcium out of the bones. Those cells
are then replaced by new bone cells (called osteoblasts) which bring fresh calcium and other
minerals into the bones.All of the bisphosphonate drugs prevent the osteoclasts from removing
your old bone cells. This makes the bones look denser which gives you a false sense of security.
But recent findings have proved that the result is not stronger bones.Rather, the “denser bones”
which have an increased amount of old bone tissue are more brittle and therefore break more
easily than normal bones.An increasing number of women have had the painful experience of
having what is called an “atypical thigh bone fracture”. While walking along casually they
suddenly had a thigh bone break in a strange way.There have been enough cases of these
atypical thigh fractures in women who have been taking Fosamax, Boniva and other
bisphosphonate drugs to cause the FDA to issue a statement of warning, acknowledging the
connection.If your doctor encourages you to have a Bone Scan, please request the preferred
Pyrilinks-D test instead. And if it reveals that you are losing bone tissue faster than it is being
replaced, why not talk to your doctor about using Strontium Citrate instead of drugs? That
mineral has been shown in many studies and in actual patient tests to cause the bones to
become stronger – not just “denser” looking.7 Secretsto Prevent or REVERSEOsteoporosis&
OsteopeniaThe Natural - Drugfree Waywith Simple Nutritional Changes and ExercisebyMuryal
Braun About The AuthorMuryal is passionate about good nutrition since she nearly died at the
age of 39, due to peritonitis following surgery. She had developed an internal abscess that broke
(during the surgical removal two years later), spreading the staphylococcus infection throughout
her body.Shortly before entering the hospital for that surgery, a fellow nurse casually handed her
a copy of a book by Adele Davis, saying, “I don't know what you think about vitamins, but this is
very interesting reading.”(She had not taken any vitamins as her nursing professors had “pooh-
poohed” them all through her training.)However, after a lengthy hospital stay, she was so thin
and weak that the surgeon told her it “might be a good idea to take some vitamins” if she had
any at home. This caused her to think, “This is no coincidence.”Not having strength to do



anything else when she got home, she began to read the book her friend had given her and it
was so exciting she couldn't put it down. Until that point, her menu planning consisted of food
that she thought was healthy, but mostly it was whatever tasted good, was inexpensive, quick to
prepare and that her husband and the kids enjoyed eating.Her entire life was changed from that
time on. She read case studies all through the book about patients that doctors in the Los
Angeles, CA area had referred to Nutritionist, Adele Davis because they didn't respond to
conventional medical treatment for illness. It was fascinating reading, and she began to change
the way she thought about food immediately.By applying the principles in this book to her own
life, and because of God's blessing, she has been able to enjoy abundant health and total
healing from two hip fractures and two subsequent surgeries to remove the hardware each
time.Muryal has said, “I can't tell you how much I appreciate my family putting up with my food
experiments until I figured out how to make recipes healthier – but still tasty”.Her grown kids still
talk about the time that she told them she was making “Orange Popsicles”. The recipe called for
freezing yogurt mixed with equal amounts of frozen concentrated orange juice. Sadly, any
similarity between the outcome and orange popsicles was in name only.Another time she tried
“Blonde Brownies” using black strap molasses and whole wheat flour. Yuk!! Of course, they were
not at all like yummy chocolate brownies, so it was a double whammy for her kids to have told
them what she was making. Needless to say, she totally backed away from any new food
experiments for a while and then just sneaked good things in gradually, in small amountswithout
telling anyone, and to her amazement, it worked! The family got over being suspicious of
everything she made and enjoyed meals again. Her recipes have really improved over the past
40 years since the two examples above and those recipes are not recommended on her recipe
sites.Muryal’s discoveries really paid off years later, when she had two painful accidents that
resulted in breaking the same hip TWICE (how lucky can one person be?). The first time, the
doctor thought it was due to osteoporosis. So she researched everything she could find about
bone health andapplied everything she learned. And guess what her surgeon said after the
second accident? He explained that the reason it had broken the second time was not due to
osteoporosis where the bone is weak and porous but because of the angle of the fall. He told her
that when he “drilled through the bone where it had previously been broken, it was as hard as
hard wood.” See doctor's surgical report He was extremely pleased with how fast it healed. And
it is still very strongtoday—20years later! She hesitated when it was suggested that she write
this book, but became more than willing when so many friends and relatives told her they had
been diagnosed with osteopenia or osteoporosis.Because they were being urged to take
useless, dangerous drugs, Muryal realized the need to share the “secrets” she had accumulated
through the years to help prevent pain for others. She uses the words “secrets” in her title
because these truths are so often willfully hidden from us.She is grateful to her daughter, Carla,
who for years encouraged her to share her nutritional research and also to her son, Dan, who
helped with the editing.Muryal says she has been enriched by so many integrative doctors (who
use both alternative and traditional medicine), and researchers that it would be impossible to



name them all.Her prayer for you is that you may be blessed with abundant health.Table of
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92INTRODUCTION I decided to rewrite this introduction when my doctor urged me many times
to have a Dexa Bone Density Scan after I broke my shoulder. It occurred to me that this is the
starting point and may have been what brought you to this book, because that is where the
diagnosis of osteopenia or osteoporosis usually begins.After a bone density test, the next step is
for the doctor to recommend a bone density drug, and it goes down hill from there.(Chapter 9 of
this book has more on drug dangers.)Is The Dexa Bone Density Scan A Scam? In the fall of
2010, while out for a two mile speed walk with my daughter, I tripped and took a nose dive onto
cement, landing hard on my right arm and shoulder. The impact caused severe bruising and
broke my shoulder. When the neurosurgeon told me I might need surgery to “pin” my shoulder, I
decided to apply what I had learned about bones and nutrition to this situation. He was stunned
at my follow-up visit just four weeks later. The x-rays that were taken showed I was two weeks
ahead of schedule in the healing process and I would definitely not need surgery!Once my
shoulder healed, my primary doctor recommended that I have a Dexa Bone Scan, without even
asking about the circumstances of my fall! (A tell-tale sign of osteoporosis is a broken bone
occurring during a minor fall.) He said that he advised all patients over 65 who fall and break a
bone to have one. From his training, he believed it was the best way to see if I had osteoporosis.
I was convinced I did not have osteoporosis because my shoulder had healed so quickly. I do
not like to have any type of radiation that is not absolutely necessary, so I checked out all the
information I had accumulated on Dexa Scans. My research has shown me that this scan is not
all it’s cracked up to be.In an article by Dr. Nan Fuchs in her Women's Health Letter, November
2009, she warned that the most often used, “DEXA Bone Density Test is not reliable for
determining if a person has osteopenia or osteoporosis”.Many think of bones as just dry posts to
give our bodies a frame to hang our flesh on. Instead, bones are living tissue that is constantly
being renewed. As we age, our old bone tissue may break down faster than it is replaced. So our
bones become gradually porous and more fragile. The word osteoporosis means “porous
bones”.There are several problems with the DEXA Bone Density Scan: 1. The density of the
bone is shown just for that day. It does not show if the bone is stronger or weaker than it was
before.2. If you have had only one scan, and have been diagnosed with osteopenia or
osteoporosis, it means your bones have been compared with a healthy 30 year old as normal.



As every body is different, it is easy to see that a diagnosis based on this criteria could be
flawed.3. You must wait a year or two for another test to compare with your first one to get a more
accurate personal assessment.4. When the next test is done, if the technician does not aim the
X-ray at exactly the same spot on the same bone as the previous test, the test will not be
dependable. If it is off by only 1/16th of an inch the results could be different from the previous
scan, even if the bone density has not changed.5. The DEXA test cannot tell you how quickly
your bones are breaking down.Dr. Fuchs recommended a more reliable check for bone density
that can tell you how well the remodeling is working and how quickly you are losing bone. It is a
simple urine test called Pyrilinks-D.When bone breaks down it produces something called Dpd
which is excreted in your urine. The Pyrilinks-D test measures the Dpd in your urine and tells you
if your bones are breaking down faster than they're being rebuilt. The test can be performed
every few months for comparison, and it is covered by most insurance companies. There are
several labs that do the test now, so be sure to ask your doctor if you can get have this test done
instead of the DEXA test. The Pyrilinks-D test will give you immediate results.Another problem
with the Bone Density Scan is that:Bone Density does not always equal Bone Strength. On the
well respected medical website Webmd.com, we read, “If your bone density is lower than
normal, you can take steps to increase your bone strength and reduce your chances of having a
fracture…”This statement implies that by increasing your bone density you are also increasing
your bone strength.Unfortunately, that is not always true, as many have learned the hard way. If
you have taken a bone density drug, you may have increased your “apparent” bone mineral
density (BMD) while actually reducing the strength of your bones.How could your bones
become weaker after taking a “bone density drug”? It can only be explained if you examine the
process by which the bisphosphonate drugs, such as Fosamax, Boniva, Actonel, Zometa,
Aredia and the generic ones, seem to increase bone density. To keep our bones strong, there is
a normal process of constant remodeling.When you remodel a room of your house, you remove
the old structure or fixtures and replace them with something newer or better. Bones are
remodeled as the old bone cells (called osteoclasts) take calcium out of the bones. Those cells
are then replaced by new bone cells (called osteoblasts) which bring fresh calcium and other
minerals into the bones.All of the bisphosphonate drugs prevent the osteoclasts from removing
your old bone cells. This makes the bones look denser which gives you a false sense of security.
But recent findings have proved that the result is not stronger bones.Rather, the “denser bones”
which have an increased amount of old bone tissue are more brittle and therefore break more
easily than normal bones.An increasing number of women have had the painful experience of
having what is called an “atypical thigh bone fracture”. While walking along casually they
suddenly had a thigh bone break in a strange way.There have been enough cases of these
atypical thigh fractures in women who have been taking Fosamax, Boniva and other
bisphosphonate drugs to cause the FDA to issue a statement of warning, acknowledging the
connection.If your doctor encourages you to have a Bone Scan, please request the preferred
Pyrilinks-D test instead. And if it reveals that you are losing bone tissue faster than it is being



replaced, why not talk to your doctor about using Strontium Citrate instead of drugs? That
mineral has been shown in many studies and in actual patient tests to cause the bones to
become stronger – not just “denser” looking.
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lalakate, “Just in time!. While I was having a reclast infusion for osteopenia I read this book.
Good information and I will be following it. I am doing part of it anyway just need to add some
things. When the infusion was done they said, "see you next year". In my mind I said, "doubtful"
I am fixing this the natural healthy way without the negative side effects. Do you research before
you start any kind of Osteopenia or Osterporosis therapy. Or anything else for that matter.
Thanks Amazon for having what I needed when I needed it!”

pat hahn, “Five Stars. This book tells you what your doctor doesn't about osteoporosis and
provides strategies for maintaining strong bones.”

Cindy Crenshaw, “Five Stars. A quick read full of useful information!”

Christine Wyatt-Zoghby, “Five Stars. Good information.”

Elisabetta Rogiani, “Five Stars. excellent book!! thank you”

fnxyb, “Great Information but Poorly Edited. A friend and I had considered spending $67 on THE
BONE HEALTH REVOLUTION (SAVE OUR BONES), but decided to check that one out through
Inter-library Loan first. Now, after having read both that and 7 SECRETS TO PREVENT OR
REVERSE OSTEOPOROSIS AND OSTEOPENIA, I would definitely recommend the information
in this one over the other, particularly when considering the price difference. Although Braun
likes a high protein diet, she also notes that acid foods, like soft drinks, are terrible for your
bones. At any rate, I think her information on supplements is excellent, and I intend to add more
of the ones she recommends. I only wish that she'd had an editor to make sure the book read as
well at the beginning and end as it does in the middle. Also to make sure the type was consistent
both in color and size. This seems a trivial complaint considering the book is short, to the point,
and gives exactly what you need to turn your bone health around without resorting to drugs. A
quick and easy read and reference book.”

MrsF, “Very Informative. I was told I had at osteopenia last month and haven't had much
information about it so I picked this book as wanted a straight forward read and not alot of
medical jargon I wouldn't understand. Its was very informative and I learnt more in a 40min read
than from my doctor. I would definitely recommend this book, the author mentioned other books
that Dr' have written, vitamins she takes for strong bones etc I feel more positive now and will be
putting into practice what the author says.”

The book by David R.H. Jones has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 30 people have provided feedback.
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